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evil; something which must be gone through before one can
reach the object which is alone worth while. In other words,
the external idea of the aim leads to a separation of means
from end, while an end which grows up within an activity as
plan for its direction is always both ends and means, the
distinction being only one of convenience. Every means is a
temporary end until we have attained it. Every end be-
comes a means of carrying activity further as soon as it is
achieved. We call it end when it marks off the future direction
of the activity in which we are engaged ; means when it marks
off the present direction. Every divorce of end from means
diminishes by that much the significance of the activity and
tends to reduce it to a drudgery from which one would escape
if he could. A farmer has to use plants and animals to carry
on his farming activities. It certainly makes a great differ-
ence to his life whether he is fond of them, or whether he
regards them merely as means which he has to employ to get
something else in which alone he is interested. In the former , ,
case, his entire course of activity is significant ; each phase of
it has its own value. He has the experience of realizing his
end at every stage ; the postponed aim, or end in view, being
merely a sight ahead by which to keep his activity going fully
and freely. For if he does not look ahead, he is more likely
to find himself blocked. The aim is as definitely a means of
action as is any other portion of an activity.
3. Applications in Education. — There is
about educational aims.. They are just like ajt^s Jrany
(^ectedoccupation. The educator, Hke the farmer, has certain'
tm^gsto doj certain resource^jwjth which to dp^jmcLcfiiiani
oDstacles with whicJMbo contend, The conditions with which
the farmer deals, whether as obstacles or resources, have their
own structure and operation independently of any purpose
of his. Seeds sprout, rain falls, the sun shines, insects devour,
blight comes, the seasons change. His aim is simply to
utilize these various conditions ; to make his activities and

